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ABSTRACT | Content-addressable memory (CAM) and associa-

tive memory (AM) are types of storage structures that allow

searching by content as opposed to searching by address. Such

memory structures are used in diverse applications ranging

from branch prediction in a processor to complex pattern re-

cognition. In this paper, we review the emerging challenges

and opportunities in implementing different varieties of CAM/

AM structures. Beyond-CMOS silicon and nonsilicon memory

technologies hold significant promise in implementing dense,

fast, and energy-efficient CAM/AM structures. We describe

circuit/architecture level implementations of CAM/AM using

these technologies, as well as novel applications in different

domains, including informatics, text analytics, data mining, and

reconfigurable computing platforms.

KEYWORDS | Associative memory (AM); binary CAM; computing

with memory; content-addressable memory (CAM); nano-CAM;
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I . INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONAL memory structures, such as static random

access memory (SRAM) or dynamic random access mem-

ory (DRAM) arrays, store data at a unique address and can

recall the data upon presentation of the complete unique

address. On the other hand, memory with content-based
access, which we hereafter refer to as content-operated

memory (COM), are specialized memory structures that

access the stored information based on input data (either

completely or in part), rather than an input address. Like

other forms of memory, a COM allows two basic opera-

tions: write (store or update a value) and read (search

and retrieve a value on a match). COMs are used in a

computer system when an input address is not available for
information being searched/stored and/or when very-high-

speed parallel searching is required. Conceptually, COMs

perform the inverse function of traditional random access

memory (RAM) [1], which makes such memories well

suited for fast parallel search of all stored data and

comparison with the provided input. This has resulted in

their widespread use in many application domainsVfrom

branch prediction tables or cache controllers in processors,
to lookup tables in high-speed routersVall requiring

content-based search of the memory. Over the past several

decades, one of the primary uses of COM has been for

packet forwarding and classification in high-speed network

systems [60], [61]. There are, however, many emerging
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applications and architectures of COMs using both

complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS)
and non-CMOS devices, bringing lower power, higher

speed parallel search capabilities to next-generation

electronics.

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the COM technology space,

in which content-addressable memory (CAM) and asso-

ciative memory (AM) are the two primary forms. While

they both perform similar functions, they do so in different

ways. In either case, an access returns the address of the
matching data, and null if no match is found. In general,

AM does this by placing restrictions on where the data may

be stored based on the content. In the three forms of AM:

1) direct-mapped, 2) set associative, and 3) fully associa-

tive, the limitations on where data may be stored are dif-

ferent, with direct-mapped AM resulting in the most

stringent rules (only one location possible for the data). A

fourth kind of AM called neuromorphic memory is based
on a neural network architecture and enables associative

recall of data even under noisy conditions.

In many ways, CAM is similar to direct-mapped AM:

both require update policies (such as least recently used)

for overwriting data when it is no longer useful, and both

allow immediate retrieval of an address given the input

data. However, the mechanism enabling this rapid search

is very different between the two. With direct-mapped
AM, the storage location is based on the content, so there

is only one place for a given data word to be stored. With

CAM, there are no restrictions on where the data may be

stored. Instead, each entry in the memory contains search

hardware that activates in parallel; when a search pattern

is supplied to the CAM, every entry simultaneously

compares itself to the input pattern, and if a match is

found, the address is returned. Furthermore, ternary

CAMs (TCAMs) enable ‘‘don’t care’’ matches, which can
test for partial matches or range matches.

Related to CAM and AM, there is a new emerging

application: transactional memory (TM). While CAMs and

AMs address the question of where data are stored, TMs

deal with how it is accessed and shared among different

threads and cores in a multi-processor, multithreaded

environment. It is not, therefore, related to associative or

content addressable memories in operation, but actually
uses them as the underlying storage mechanism for the

different hardware components that enable its operation.

This storage can include a transaction log, register

contexts, or the cache itself. While software transactional

memory (STM) has existed for some time, hardware

transactional memories (HTMs) have only recently

emerged [3], [4] in enterprise and consumer electronic

devices, and promise to make development of parallel
programs more intuitive and efficient.

Fig. 2 shows high-level block diagrams for these three

kinds of memory structures (CAM, AM, and HTM) with

supporting external hardware. Historically, these memory

structures have been implemented using CMOS processes,

but recent advances have enabled the use of non-CMOS

nanoscale technologies for denser and more efficient COM

implementations. These emerging nanoscale devices hold
tremendous potential for higher integration density (on

the order of 1010 devices/cm2) [5], lower power consump-

tion, and higher switching speeds compared with tradi-

tional CMOS devices. Although many of these devices are

not amenable for implementing cascaded, irregular logic,

their bistable nature and ability to realize dense periodic

structures make them ideal candidates for next-generation

Fig. 1. Overview of the COM space: Associative memory and CAM make up the two primary forms, with several varieties of each; arrows represent

typical use cases for the specific memory device, discussed further in Section IV. These memories play key roles in current and emerging

applications, including analytics, implantable/wearable systems, signal processing systems, processors, and hardware transactional memories.

As technology moves beyond CMOS, novel nanoscale devices are being considered for implementing these ubiquitous memories.
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memories. Moreover, unlike conventional CMOS-based

SRAM and DRAM arrays, these memory forms are suitable

for nonvolatile operation, which is attractive in many

applications, including reconfigurable computing frame-

works [6]. Some of the promising memory devices include:

1) ferroelectric random access memory (FeRAM) [7]; 2)

spin torque transfer random access memory (STTRAM)
[8]; 3) phase change random access memory (PCRAM)

[9]; 4) nanoelectromechanical memory (NEMM) [10];

5) molecular memory [11]; and 6) resistive random access

memory (ReRAM) [37]. Most of these emerging devices

are also highly attractive for efficient CAM or AM imple-

mentation, which provides higher density, lower search

and update latency/power, lower leakage current, and

nonvolatility of stored information.
In this paper, we focus on the emerging trends in

CAM/AM design, highlighting the shift in circuit-

architecture level design of CAM with the emergence of

new device technologies. In particular, beyond-CMOS

memory technologies provide new opportunities and chal-

lenges with respect to various forms of CAM/AM imple-

mentations. We analyze the CAM designs using these

technologies, and discuss emerging applications of CAM in
diverse fields, including analytics, reconfigurable comput-

ing platforms, signal processing in wearable/implantable

systems, and neuromorphic AM, which enables energy-

efficient non-Boolean computing. We also discuss a novel

application of AM in the implementation of hardware

transactional memory (HTM). Although reviews of CAM

design have been addressed earlier in open literature, to

the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to anal-
yze CAM/AM design with promising novel post-CMOS

nanoscale devices as well as their emerging applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides background on content-addressable and associative

memory describing different classes of COM implementa-

tions and major operations in COM. Section III describes

emerging COM implementations with novel post-CMOS

devices. Section IV focuses on architecture and various

applications of CAM, and Section V presents the application

of AM in HTM. Section VI discusses future directions in

COM design and applications. Finally, Section VII presents a

summary on emerging trends in the field of CAM and AM.

II . BACKGROUND

In this section, we describe different types of conventional

CMOS-based CAMs, their design challenges, and how they

have evolved over time.

A. Existing CAM Implementations
At the core of a CAM cell is a conventional SRAM bitcell,

as illustrated for the nand topology in Fig. 3(a). Extra
transistors are added to implement the pulldown path of the

xnor operation, used for comparing the input (i.e., the

search pattern) with the stored entry. A typical CAM supports

four basic operations: 1) precharge; 2) set searchline (SL);

3) evaluate; and 4) match/mismatch. First, the matchline

(ML) is precharged, and search pattern is placed on the SL.

Next, a comparison is performed (evaluate), which discharges

the ML if the SL pattern matches with the bitcell. There are
two prominent CAM topologies, the nor and nand cells,

shown in Fig. 3. Read and write access circuitry is omitted

for clarity in this and subsequent figures of CAM cells.

1) NOR Cell: The nor cell compares the true and com-

plement of the stored data D (and D), with the true and

complement of the search pattern on SL (and SL). This is

done using transistors M1–M4. Transistors M1/M3 (M2/
M4) implement the pulldown path of a dynamic xnor logic

gate with inputs D and SL (D and SL). A match disables both

pulldown paths, disconnecting the ML from ground. Multi-

ple cells share the ML in parallel to form a CAM word and

implement the nor function, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The ML

voltage depends on the match of individual cells in the

word, with a complete match maximizing the ML swing.

Fig. 2. High-level block diagram for (a) CAM; (b) AM; and (c) HTM.
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2) NAND Cell: The nand cell compares the true and

complement of the stored data and the search pattern

using transistors M1, MD, and MD. During a match, either

pass transistor MD or MD is on and passes the SL or SL

value (which will be logic ‘‘1’’) to node N. This turns on

transistor M1, connecting MLn with MLnþ1. In the mis-
match cases, pass transistor MD or MD is on and passes the

SL or SL value (which will be logic ‘‘0’’) to node N, turning

off transistor M1. Meanwhile, MLn remains disconnected

from MLnþ1, implementing the nand function, as shown

in Fig. 3(c). A match condition for the entire word

connects ML to ground and creates a discharge path.

NAND Versus NOR Cell: A nor cell provides a full rail
swing at the gates of all comparison transistors whereas a

nand cell provides a degraded logic ‘‘1’’ voltage at an inter-

mediate node due to the threshold voltage drop across the

pass transistor. The presence of series connected transis-

tors makes the nand topology slower than nor; still, the

nand cell is more energy efficient than the nor since

the ML discharges only when there is a complete match. The

ML power is given by pCMLV2
DDf where p is the switching

probability of the ML, CML is the switching capacitance, VDD

is the voltage swing, and f is the search frequency. Fig. 3(d)

and (e) shows one word of NOR and NAND CAM,

respectively. In an N-bit CAM word, the ML switching

probability is ðN � 1Þ=N for nor whereas it is only 1=N for

nand CAM. Furthermore, the ML capacitance of the nor

ML increases faster than that of the nand ML as more bits

are added in the CAM word. This provides a tradeoff be-
tween speed and energy efficiency of CAM design. Mixed

nand–nor cells have been proposed to explore this tradeoff.

Different variants of the nor cell (9T versus 10T) and nand

cell (10T versus 9T) are also possible; however, they are not

preferred due to area and delay penalties [12].

B. Types of CAM
CAMs are further divided into two categories: binary

CAM (BCAM) and ternary CAM (TCAM). While both can

perform the basic search function, the BCAM [Fig. 3(b)

and (c)] cannot natively handle partial matches using

‘‘don’t care,’’ denoted by an ‘‘X.’’ Compared with BCAM,

TCAM requires an extra bit per cell to allow storage of
three states: 0, 1, and X. For example, a match with ‘‘X’’ is

often required in network routers to mask certain bits of an

IP address. Fig. 3(f) and (g) shows the formation of TCAM

based on NOR and NAND cells, respectively. If a TCAM is

preferred in a design, but only BCAM is available, it can

still be used implicitly by using two BCAM cells per TCAM

symbol, at the cost of half of the original storage capacity.

Generally, nor cell TCAMs store X with values D ¼ 11,
while the state D ¼ 00 is undefined and not used;

however, other designs with different encodings are possi-

ble [70]. The full truth tables for BCAM and nor TCAM

are shown in Fig. 3(h).

C. CAM Operation

1) Types of Search: Many applications [13] require

partial matching with ‘‘don’t cares,’’ which in turn may

result in multiple matches being made [12]. Typically, the

match addresses are required in priority order from the

CAM; thus, a priority encoder is employed at the output to

handle this requirement. For example, in the classless

Fig. 3. (a) Basic structure of a CAM. (b) and (c) Two types (NOR and NAND) of binary CAMs. (d) and (e) Single word of NOR and NAND CAM.

(f) and (g) Two types of ternary CAMs. (h) Truth tables for BCAM and NOR TCAM.
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interdomain routing (CIDR) environment, the IP search

table performs longest prefix matching (LPM) [14], [15].

The LPM is explained with an example in Table 1 that

shows the prefix stored in CAM and information on the
next destination. An LPM searches for the longest prefix

among those that match the given input. Here, input string

‘‘1101111’’ matches entries 1, 3, and 4, but as the longest

entry, only #3 will be selected. The priority can be static

(e.g., low to high address yields increasing or decreasing

priority) or dynamic (e.g., runtime modifications/updating

the data according to priority).

2) Types of Update: The instabilities of the internet re-

quire a forwarding table to be updated (either adding or

deleting a prefix) frequently to reflect its route changes

[16]. A backbone router may experience an average of

100 updates to its routing table per second, potentially

reaching upwards of 1000 updates/s [17]. When a TCAM is

used to accommodate the forwarding table, a single update

involves multiple TCAM entry moves in order to maintain
the order constraint of the TCAM entries. While updating,

search operations over the updating range are frozen until

the update completes. Consequently, frequent updates

limit a router’s lookup performance considerably. TCAM

update algorithms have been proposed to reduce the num-

ber of entry moves per update [17], [18]. Although the goal

of their design is to minimize the TCAM locking time for

updates, the entire TCAM still needs to be blocked from
lookups until an update operation has finished. Update

algorithms such as the one in [15] have been proposed to

avoid locking the TCAM during update while ensuring the

consistency of the table by eliminating direct TCAM entry

overwriting.

D. CAM Design Challenges
The primary design challenges associated with CAM

are: 1) energy; 2) area; 3) speed; 4) reliability; and 5) noise

margin. Here, we discuss these challenges in detail.

1) Energy: The search energy comprises dynamic energy

dissipated in MLs, SLs, and the priority encoder, as well as

leakage energy of the core bitcell, access transistors, de-

coder, wordline driver, and ML precharge circuit [19].

Energy-efficient CAM design is a highly researched area,

and techniques have been proposed to lower the power

consumption of each of the above components. ML power

reduction using a low-swing ML is proposed in [20].

Selective precharge CAM [21] and current-race sensing
scheme are developed to reduce SL switching activity and

ML voltage swing [22]. A dual ML TCAM is proposed to

reduce the active ML capacitance [23]. Other techniques

include adding a capacitor in each ML to limit the number

of charges per search transaction [20], injecting a small

current to each ML prior to the sensing phase [24], ex-

ploiting the input data pattern to reduce the ML segment

switching probability [25], using a self-reference sense
amplifier to stop the ML charging around the threshold

voltage of the output inverter [26], and uneven injection of

current in missed row versus matched row [27]. Shutting

down redundant comparisons using pipelining [28], auto-

mated background checking [29], and precomputation-

based CAM [30] to limit the number of searches have also

been proposed to lower the power consumption.

2) Area: The footprint of the CAM is primarily depen-

dent on the area of the storage bitcell. CAMs based on

dynamic storage, similar to the storage mechanism in

DRAM, have been proposed to lower the footprint at the

cost of refresh power and an expensive process technology.

Emerging technologies such as STTRAM, ReRAM, mem-

ristor, and DWM have been proposed to address the energy

and footprint challenges [31]–[39].

3) Speed: The delay of the CAM is composed of two

components: match delay and priority encoder delay. The

match delay is a function of the bitcell topology (nand

versus nor), ML capacitance, array size, and the search

pattern. Techniques to improve the match delay include

low swing ML, pipelined ML, and low capacitance ML [20],

[22], [23], [28]. The priority encoder delay depends on the
number of matches, and in the worst case, the match

information must ripple through the encoder from the first

entry to the last entry of the array. Multiple match resolvers

and parallel-prefix techniques have been proposed to

improve the speed of the priority encoder [40], [41].

4) Reliability: The reliability of the CAM is coupled with

the underlying memory technology. For example, the relia-
bility of fully CMOS CAM is limited by the aging mecha-

nisms of transistors, specifically, negative bias temperature

instability (NBTI), positive bias temperature instability

(PBTI), hot-carrier injection (HCI), and time-dependent

dielectric breakdown (TDDB). For the nano-CAMs de-

scribed in Section III, the reliability is primarily governed

by the characteristics of the memory technology employed

for storage. The memristor, resistive RAM, and phase-
change RAM typically suffer from poor read/write endur-

ance which limits the reliability of the CAM cell.

5) Noise Margin: The robustness of sensing depends on

the search pattern, with the worst case due to a single bit

mismatch. Background leakage lowers the noise margin

further. Soft errorsVthe inadvertent flipping of stored bits

Table 1 Example Forwarding Table
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due to radiation-induced charge accumulationVare an-

other reliability issue for memories in general that may

corrupt the CAM content.

E. Evolution of CAM
Fig. 4 shows the landscape of CAMs over time with

respect to their relative footprint and memory capacity. It
can be noted that CAM density has improved significantly

over the past two decades, a result that can be jointly at-

tributed to aggressive CMOS technology scaling, emerging

high-density nonvolatile storage technologies enabling

nano-CAMs, and new circuit structures capable of exploit-

ing the special properties of nano-CAMs.

III . EMERGING CAMS:
CIRCUIT-LEVEL IMPLEMENTATIONS

This section introduces emerging device technologies and
circuit designs to realize nano-CAMs. The emerging nano-

CAMs are compared to each other with respect to various

design metrics.

A. Types of Nano-CAMs
Nano-CAMs are realized using emerging nonvolatile

memory technologies such as memristors, ReRAM,

spintronic memoriesVe.g., STTRAM, magnetic RAM
(MRAM), domain wall memory (DWM), and FeRAM.

For nano-CAMs, the state of the core cell is stored in terms

of either charge, or magnetic polarity, or resistance. Note

that replacing the core cell with other forms of storage

technology is not sufficient to ensure functionality and

meet the design goals. Instead, nano-CAMs need to exploit

the features of emerging technologies and employ judicious

techniques to improve the footprint, power, speed, and
robustness. Several emerging technologies such as

STTRAM, FeRAM, and DWM are also capable of holding

multiple states in a bitcell, a feature which has been ex-

ploited to efficiently design multivalued CAM structures in

order to improve density and power [6], [42], [43].

B. STTRAM-Based CAM

1) Technology: STTRAM [44] is a promising memory

technology for embedded memory (e.g., processor cache)

due to its high-density, low standby power, and high-speed
operation. The bitcell leakage is eliminated because the

storage element, a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), is non-

volatile. The MTJ contains a free layer and a pinned magnetic

layer [a schematic is shown in Fig. 5(a)]. The resistance of

the MTJ stack is high (low) if the free layer magnetic orien-

tation is antiparallel (parallel) compared to the fixed layer.

The configuration of the MTJ can be changed from parallel to

antiparallel (or vice versa) by injecting current from the
sourceline to the bitline (or vice versa).

Fig. 4. Evolution of CAM in terms of (a) area; and (b) memory size over years as reported in open literature.

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic of MTJ. The resistance states are also shown; (b) and (c) two flavors of MTJ CAMs.
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2) CAM Bitcell: Fig. 5(b) shows a two-transistor–two-
MTJ TCAM cell [45] where MTJ resistance is used for

storing the bitcell content. The robustness of the MTJ

TCAM design is sensitive to the tunneling magnetoresis-

tance (TMR) between the high ðRhighÞ and low resistances

ðRlowÞ of the MTJ. TMR is given by ðRhigh � RlowÞ=Rlow

and is roughly in the order of 100%–150% in today’s tech-

nology, which in turn results in a small ML voltage differ-

ential between the match and mismatch states. Therefore,
STTRAM TCAM can only operate in a word-parallel, bit-

serial fashion, resulting in long search time and high

energy consumption [31]. A four-transistor–two-MTJ

TCAM cell is proposed in [46] where transistors P1 and

N3 are added to widen the ML voltage differential and

enable full parallel search even for long word lengths.

The STTRAM TCAM operates in two phases: precharge

and evaluate. In precharge, the ML is charged to VDD,
whereas in evaluate, the ML is pulled down through the

TCAM cells similar to a conventional TCAM. The logic

state of the selected TCAM cell, which is stored as MTJ

resistance, determines the ML voltage. During a match, the

discharge of the ML is relatively slow, and it stays at a

relatively high voltage level. During mismatch, the dis-

charge of the ML is relatively fast which pulls it down to a

low voltage level. Higher TMR (200%–400%) widens the
ML differential by 2x, while larger transistors also enhance

the margin at the cost of density.

C. Memristor-Based CAM

1) Technology: Memristors [32]–[35] are two-terminal

circuit elements in which the magnetic flux � between the

terminals is a function of the amount of electric charge q
that can pass through the device, given by the equation

d� ¼ MðqÞdq. Using Lenz’s rule that expresses voltage

v ¼ d�=dt and current i ¼ dq=dt, a memristor is defined by
the relationship v ¼ MðqÞi. Fig. 6(a) shows a schematic of

a memristor demonstrated by HP labs, which was built

with TiO2�x and TiO2 sandwiched between two platinum

wires. TiO2�x has an oxygen deficiency that makes it a

conductor, whereas TiO2 is an insulator. Application of
bias voltage pushes the oxygen vacancies to the other ter-

minal, reducing the resistance of the switch.

2) CAM Bitcell: Memristors can provide a Rhigh to Rlow

ratio of up to 1000x [32]–[35] which enables high ML

voltage differentials between match and mismatch states.

Fig. 6(b) shows the two-transistor–two-memristor nonvol-

atile TCAM cell. The memristors can be programmed by
asserting their wordline signal and applying appropriate

voltages to their bitlines (BL and BL), while the value of the

resistance being programmed is determined by the applied

voltage direction (BL¼0=BL¼1 or BL¼1=BL¼0). Note

that the memristance (resistance) of the memristor is de-

termined by the amplitude and pulse width of the prog-

ramming voltage/current. This offers a tradeoff opportunity

between the operating speed and the programming energy.
Like other nanotechnologies, memristors also suffer

from process variations, which can affect its resistance level

and Rhigh to Rlow ratio. This ratio is very sensitive to the

variability of the lowest and highest resistance levels of the

memristor device. Regardless, increasing the size of select

transistors (N1–N2) can improve the ML differential. In

optimizing the TCAM cell design, it is important to note

that each design parameter affects the other parameters.
For example, when the select transistor width changes from

120 to 480 nm, the minimum required Rhigh to Rlow ratio

ensuring an ML voltage of 0.2 V reduces from 1000� to

300� for a word length of 64 b. This technique allows

higher tolerance to the memristor resistance variations

while lowering programming energy and improving prog-

ramming speed of the memristors.

D. FeRAM-Based CAM

1) Technology: FeRAM is a special transistor structure
with a gate array that includes a ferroelectric film as a

capacitor, as shown in Fig. 7(a) [36]. Data are stored as the

polarization direction of the ferroelectric film on the gate

stack. Write operations are performed by applying different

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic of a memristor device; (b) and (c) two flavors of memristor CAMs.
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voltage pulses to the ferroelectric capacitor, and the polari-

zation of the film switches depending on the direction of

the applied voltage, shifting the threshold voltage of the

transistor. For example, if the polarization direction is
opposite to the applied read voltage, the threshold voltage

of the transistor increases, indicating a logic ‘‘0.’’ Other-

wise, the threshold voltage of the transistor decreases, in-

dicating a logic ‘‘1.’’ FeRAM is a promising technology for

high-density, high-speed memory applications due to its

simple structure, nonvolatility, easy CMOS integration, and

scalability [36].

2) CAM Bitcell: ML discharging-based mechanisms limit

the speed of the TCAM design. In [31], a simple, high-

speed, and nonvolatile FeRAM cell is proposed [Fig. 7(b)].

Write operations are performed by applying the appro-

priate voltages to the bitlines (BL and BLB) and the word-

line (WL). The true and complementary data are then

stored in FeRAMs F1 and F2, respectively. Conversely, the

search operation has two phases. If the stored data is logic
‘‘1,’’ then F1 (F2) is programmed with a high (low) thresh-

old voltage. During precharge, the ML is charged to a high

voltage level, and during evaluate, a high search voltage

level corresponding to logic ‘‘1’’ is applied to WL1, while its

complement corresponding to logic ‘‘0’’ is applied to WL2.

Since the threshold voltage of the F1 is high, the read

voltage does not turn on F1 while F2 is off. As a result, the

FeRAMs in the TCAM cell are in the cutoff state, and the
precharged voltage on the ML is retained. If the stored data

is logic ‘‘0,’’ F2 is turned on and the ML is pulled down to

ground. The application of FeRAMs in the TCAM cell of-

fers not only a full VDD swing ML voltage difference be-

tween match and mismatch states, but also negligible

performance degradation when the word length increases.

E. Resistive RAM-Based CAM

1) Technology: The ReRAM device structure is simply an

oxide material sandwiched between two metal electrodes,

called the metal–insulator–metal (MIM) structure [37]

[Fig. 7(c)]. The recent advancements in resistive switching

using complex metal oxides such as the pervoskite oxides

of SrTiO3 and SrZrO3, and the binary metal oxides, such as

NiO and TiO2, have revived interest in ReRAM. These

devices exhibit resistive switching between a high-

resistance state (HRS) and a low-resistance state (LRS).
The switching event from HRS to LRS is called the ‘‘set’’

process, while the switching event from LRS to HRS is

called the ‘‘reset’’ process.

2) CAM Bitcell: Fig. 7(d) shows the circuit of a ReRAM

CAM cell [47] consisting of two ReRAMs and two compari-

son transistors (M1/M2), a write-control transistor (M3),

and an ML-driver transistor (M4). The gate and source of
the comparison transistor are connected to datalines

(DL/DLB) and a dynamic sourceline (DSL), respectively.

The gate and drain of the M3 are connected to the

wordline and write voltage control, respectively. The

ReRAM performs two overwrite operations, set and reset,

which alter the ReRAM from high resistance to low

resistance and vice versa. In standby mode, the ML is kept

at precharge levels, while wordline, write voltage, and
sourceline are kept at 0 V. For writing a logic ‘‘1’’ in the

first phase, the right-hand side ReRAM is set by turning

DLB on, applying set voltage to the wordline and write

voltage control, and, 0 V to sourceline and DL. In phase

two, the left-hand side ReRAM is reset by turning DL on,

applying reset voltage to the wordline and sourceline, and

0 V to the write voltage control and DLB.

During a search operation, the CAM decouples the
ReRAM cells from the ML current path using transistor

M4, which is controlled by an RC-filtered pulse. In a

search-1 operation, (DL ¼ 1 and DLB ¼ 0), a sourceline

pulse is passed to node NX through transistor M1 and the

left-hand side ReRAM. If the ReRAM is in a low-resistance

state (mismatch) due to a short RC delay, the voltage at NX

will exceed the threshold voltage of transistor M4 for a

given period, enabling it to generate a large mismatch cur-
rent to pull down the ML voltage. If the ReRAM is in a high-

resistance state (match), a long delay, short pulsewidth,

and low peak voltage are generated at node NX. Since the

voltage at NX is below the threshold voltage of M4, it is cut

off with a very small average match current so that the ML

stays near the precharged value. If both ReRAMs are high

Fig. 7. (a) and (b) Schematic of FeRAM and the corresponding CAM. (c) and (d) Schematic of ReRAM and the corresponding CAM.
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resistance (don’t care) or masked inputs (DL ¼ DLB ¼ 0),

the CAM behaves similar to the match case. After a specific,

self-timed period, the sense amplifier is turned on to detect

the ML voltage and generate a digital output.

F. DWM-Based CAM

1) Technology: Domain wall memory (DWM) is a promis-

ing memory technology due to its multilevel cell capability,

allowing it to store multiple bits per cell [38]. Additionally, it

provides low standby power, nonvolatility, fast access time,

good endurance, and good retention. DWM consists of three
components: 1) the read head; 2) the write head; and 3) a

magnetic nanowire. The read and write heads are similar to

conventional MTJs, while the nanowire holds the bits in

terms of magnetic polarity. The most interesting component

of the nanowire is the formation of domain walls (DWs)

between domains of opposite polarities [Fig. 8(a)]. The DWs

can be shifted forward and backward by injecting charge

current from left-shift and right-shift contacts, causing the
nanowire to operate as a shift register. The new domains are

injected by first pushing current through shift contacts to

move the bits in lockstep until the desired bit is under write

head. Next, spin-polarized current is injected through the

write MTJ (using wWL, wBL, and SL) in a positive or

negative direction to write a ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0’’ (up-spin or down-

spin) in the nanowire. A read is performed by bringing the

desired bit under read head using a shift and sensing the
resistance of the MTJ formed by the new bit (after the DW

crosses the read head) using rBL and rWL.

2) CAM Bitcell: The DWM CAM [Fig. 8(b)] is composed

of comparison circuits, magnetic nanowires, and DW

nucleation/propagation circuits [39]. A complimentary pair

of magnetic nanowires are used to present one word at a time

in order to obtain the most reliable and fast access operation

for CAM applications. The comparison circuit is designed

based on a precharge sense amplifier [39]. The CAM in-

cludes two MTJs connected together, forming the write
heads. Due to the opposite directions of the write current

pulse through these two MTJs, complementary polarities are

nucleated in the nanowire. One of the critical challenges for

complementary magnetic nanowires is to synchronize the

domain wall positions. The current pulse is kept the same for

both nanowires to address this challenge. Identical physical

notches are built in the nanowires to hold or pin the DWs

and enable their synchronization. A pair of read MTJs are
used for reading each bit of the storage element.

G. Comparative Analysis of Nano-CAMs
Table 2 qualitatively compares the major properties of

CAM structures implemented in CMOS and the emerging

memory technologies, as discussed above. Other emerging

technologies such as phase-change memory (PCM) [48],

carbon nanotube field-effect transistors (CNTFETs) [49],

[50], multigate transistor technologies such as FinFET, as

well as single electron transistors have also been envisioned

for CAM realization [51], [52]. Table 3 presents the quanti-

tative comparison of the nano-CAMs in terms of area, speed,
energy, and endurance [53]. It can be noted that ReRAM

CAM can achieve better density, energy, and delay compared

Fig. 8. (a) Schematic of DWM cells. (b) The corresponding CAM realization.

Table 2 Qualitative Comparison of Key Properties of CAM Structures Realized With Nanoscale Devices
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to MTJ, PCM, and CMOS CAMs at the cost of poor

endurance.

IV. EMERGING CAM ARCHITECTURES
AND APPLICATIONS

With the emergence of new device and integration tech-

nologies in the nanometer technology era, the traditional

CAM/AM architectures described in Section II are begin-

ning to give way to more densely packed memory arrays and

more energy-efficient cells. COM implementations de-
scribed in Section III offer greater potential for advance-

ments in density, speed, and energy efficiency. Recent

developments in 3-D CAM architecture, including 3-D

partitioned MLs and SLs, result in reduced wordline capa-

citance and overall power consumption in ternary CAMs

[57], [58]. In addition, recent advances in 3-D multigate

transistor technology (FinFET) have been applied to CAM

architectures, aiming to reduce the leakage power inherent
to deep submicrometer processes, while reducing the dy-

namic power primarily contributed by the parallel search

hardware in CAMs [59]. Just as new memory devices and

circuit/architecture level design are being explored for use

in CAM, many new applications are emerging today, more

than 50 years after its invention. Table 4 summarizes some

of the major existing and emerging applications of CAM, as

well as the type of CAM used (binary or ternary) and the
role the CAM plays in the application.

Networking is among the most common uses for

TCAM. It is one of the critical components that help the

modern routing hardware to keep pace with the ever-

growing demand for faster networking speed. CAMs have

also been used frequently in search engine or database

acceleration, as well as for lossless compression in multi-

media applications. However, the use of CAMs in recon-

figurable computing to store minimally redundant function

outputs is relatively new. Using CAMs in neuromorphic

associative memories is also a significant emerging applica-
tion of fast parallel-search-compatible information storage

with specific application in various forms of pattern recog-

nition. Text mining applications using term frequency

counting can also make effective use of binary CAMs.

Finally, using CAM in wireless implants and wearables as

part of a lossy data compression scheme or real-time pat-

tern recognition promises to reduce power consumption

while improving data throughput.

A. Networking
One of the most common uses for CAM is in network

routers [60], [61]. Routers receive data packets and must

forward them to the appropriate output based on the desti-

nation address. Routers keep track of addresses and corre-

sponding ports in a routing table, which can contain
thousands of entries. An iterative search over the entire

address space would take prohibitively long time and even a

faster method like binary search can be unacceptably slow,

in addition to the cost of updating the table (i.e., inserting

or deleting from a binary tree). Moreover, the latency

increases significantly with larger tables. Over time, the

size of each routing table entry has grown from 32 b for

Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) to 128 b for Internet
Protocol version 6 (IPv6).

Ternary CAMs were proposed as a way to handle the

ever-growing demand of networking speed, even as rout-

ing tables and entry sizes grow. By leveraging the parallel

search capabilities, the router can rapidly identify the

output port given the destination address. Using the

TCAM’s ‘‘don’t care’’ capability, network address ranges

can be specified, e.g., 1XX1 will match 1001, 1011, 1101, and

Table 3 Quantitative Comparison of Different Nanoscale Memory Based CAMs

Table 4 Summary of Common and Emerging CAM Applications, Including the Most Commonly Used CAM Type and the Role It Plays in the Application
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1111, making it possible to represent the address space with
far fewer entries than a BCAM. Finally, unlike software

data structures, a lower penalty is incurred for updating the

table, an operation that can happen frequently, depending

on where in the network the router is located.

CAMs have also been used to accelerate network secu-

rity applications, specifically network intrusion detection

systems (NIDSs) [62], [63]. These systems typically test net-

work packets against a set of rules, requiring a large number
of string matching operations. Using TCAM, patterns can be

matched against incoming packets, enabling networks to

operate more securely without a NIDS bottleneck.

B. Neuromorphic Associative Memory
Associative memory extends the concept of associative

recall from biology. Many animals, including humans, are

capable of recalling thingsVpeople, places, phrases,
sounds, and smells, to name a fewVgiven a small hint.

For example, a person can easily match a cropped or de-

graded photograph to the original, or recall a well-known

phrase even if many of the words are omitted. Neuromor-

phic associative memories can be used to mimic the asso-

ciative recall function in hardware [64]. These biologically

inspired systems can be trained for computer vision/

perception, motor control, or integrating the outputs of
multiple sensors to provide feedback about a system’s

current physical environment [65].

Such trainable networks are referred to as artificial

neural networks (ANNs), and they are attractive for AM

applications because of their massively parallel computing

capability. These networks operate using neurons for com-

putation, and synapses for connections, and are usually

trained by iterative methods. At each synapse, input and
intermediate data are weighted by a certain amount which

varies between synapses and changes with training. In

many cases, these networks are inherently fault-tolerant;

for example, if an input image is corrupted by noise or

displaced pixels, the network can still respond with the
correct output, as shown in Fig. 9(a) [93].

Different ANN models exist, including recurrent and

feedforward, each with its own strengths and weaknesses;

examples of the first include Hopfield networks [66] or its

variant, bidirectional associative memory (BAM) [67], and

examples of the latter include the multilayer perceptron

(MLP) [68] and cellular neural network (CNN) [69]. Still

others, such as spiking neural networks (SNNs), model
plasticity, or the ability to modify the strength between

neuronal connections, through the use of neural spikes

[spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP)] [70], emulat-

ing biological processes within the brain.

Both Hopfield and BAM networks enable recall of data,

though BAMs allow the output size to differ from the input

size, while Hopfield networks are restricted to equal input

and output sizes. These networks are relatively robust de-
spite their simplicity, but can become confused if two in-

puts that differ slightly map to very different outputs.

Another drawback of this approach is that neurons at each

stage must be connected to every neuron in the stages sur-

rounding it. This fully connected architecture makes sca-

lability an issue, since the total number of synapses grows

exponentially with increasing numbers of neurons. Anoth-

er approach, the cellular neural network (CNN), builds on
the ANN model but reduces the number of synapses by

allowing individual neurons to connect only to neighbors

within a given radius. CNN, as illustrated in Fig. 9(b), is

attractive in many application domains, and has been suc-

cessfully applied as AM for problems of image recognition

and classification. Fig. 9(c) and (d) shows CNN perfor-

mance for a higher neighborhood radius (NR) design with

a significantly higher synapse count that is more tolerant to
quantization, which simplifies the distribution and storage

of synaptic weights.

While these networks can be implemented in CMOS

technology, many factors, especially leakage power, limit

Fig. 9. Cellular neutral network. (a) Example heteroassociative storage of patterns in an 11 � 11 CNN array, and successful recall with noisy

input ‘‘C.’’ (b) CNN array with identical locally interconnected cells, neighborhood radius (NR) ¼1 (NR defines the extent of local connectivity).

(c) Memory capacity and input noise tolerance [in Hammimg Distance (HD) bits], at varying NR (results are for 11 � 11 CNN–AM). (d) Recall

probability at varying degree of quantization and for varying NR CNN–AM. (All subfigures are reproduced with permission from [93].)
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their scalability. Instead, advances in nanoscale memory
technologies are enabling development of lower power,

more robust ANNs in hardware. Memristors have been

used, both in hardware emulation [65] and experiments

using true memristive devices [71], [72], to demonstrate

the ANNs ability to learn simple associations based on

learning methods akin to those used within mammalian

brains. Similarly, advances in tunnel FET (TFET) technol-

ogy have improved CNN-based associative memories by
enabling the synapse to operate in an ultralow-power state

[93]. The use of PCM-based synapses for high-density spike

neural network architectures has also been explored [73].

In these cases, the differences between network types, the

number of neurons and synapses simulated, emulated, or

fabricated, the sizes of the data sets and methods used for

training, as well as differing process technologies, make a

direct quantitative comparison difficult. In general, how-
ever, leveraging the unique properties of these nanoscale

memory devices can lead to low-power operation, faster

switching times, and higher output resistance, paving the

way for higher connectivity networks with greater noise

tolerance and the potential to model entire mammalian

brains with billions of neurons and trillions of synapses.

C. Reconfigurable Computing with CAM
Reconfigurable computing architectures can utilize

properties of CAM for efficient function representation

and evaluation. Traditional reconfigurable architectures

such as FPGA make extensive use of multiple-input–single-

output lookup tables (LUTs) with programmable inter-

connects (PIs) for spatial evaluation of a function.

However, such a model requires an elaborate programma-

ble interconnect network, which leads to significant design
overhead and poor scalability across process technology.

Moreover, the memory required to represent function out-

puts grows exponentially with increasing input sizes, mak-

ing space-saving alternatives attractive.

To mitigate the limitation imposed by programmable

interconnects, the concept of PLA-based logic evaluation

has been explored which can drastically reduce the memory

requirements in a reconfigurable computing framework
[1]. Specifically, this method has been applied in the con-

text of memory-based computing (MBC), a mixed spatial/

temporal reconfigurable computing paradigm which uses

memory for traditional data storage, as well as for com-

putation using LUTs. The latter is achieved by representing

a function in terms of its input space instead of its output

space; function evaluation is performed for a given input by

searching the input space and returning logic ‘‘1’’ on a
match and logic ‘‘0’’ otherwise. This parallel search require-

ment makes CAMs an attractive option for storing function

results. Fig. 10 shows an example using a three-literal sum

of products for an arbitrary Boolean function. With a nor-

mal LUT representation, the three terms can form 23 com-

binations, requiring eight LUT entries. On the other hand,

using a binary CAM, only combinations resulting in a true

output are stored; therefore, finding a match or not results

in an equivalent output of logic ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0,’’ respectively.

This method removes redundancy from the table storage

and effectively prevents exponential growth of table size.

In many cases, such as the BCAM, two or more of the

entries may differ by only one bit, as illustrated in Fig. 10.

In such cases, further optimizations can be made using

ternary CAMs to exploit the ‘‘don’t care’’ state. For exam-
ple, if input combinations 101 and 111 both result in a true

output, a ternary CAM can simply store 1X1, reducing the

number of entries in the table. In a more extreme example,

a four-input or gate can be represented by only four terms:

1XXX, X1XX, XX1X, and XXX1, as opposed to the 16 entries

required in a LUT-based representation. The TCAM repre-

sentation necessary for this space reduction is illustrated in

Fig. 11(a). Fig. 11(b) shows the exponential savings in
memory requirement achieved by this approach over a

conventional LUT-based implementation for several

benchmark designs.

Although the viability of such a framework was only

verified for SRAM, we note that the same concept can be

extended to nanoscale devices, which are amenable to bi-

nary CAM design. Moreover, it is worth noting that the

emerging nanoscale devices, which hold promise for im-
plementing three or multivalued logic can further reduce

the number of bits required to implement the CAM. For

example, a three-valued CAM can reduce the memory re-

quirement, as shown in Fig. 11(b), by half.

D. CAM in Analytics and Data Mining
Given their rapid search capabilities, CAMs have been

applied extensively to problems requiring fast text search
and pattern matching. Over the years, this has included

text search for database coprocessors [74], data compres-

sion [28], [75], [76], and even search engine accelerators

[77], [78]. Building on this, another emerging application

for CAM is in the field of analytics and data mining. One

common kernel found in nearly all data mining applica-

tions relies on the counting of terms in a set of documents.

Fig. 10. Example application of BCAM and TCAM for storing an

arbitrary logic function. Unlike the LUT, the CAM size does not

increase exponentially with the input bit width.
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CAMs are uniquely suited to such a task, enabling fast

search times for existing terms in the memory. Fig. 12

demonstrates the application of CAM to the term frequency,

inverse document frequency (TF–IDF) kernel, which at-

tempts to rank the importance of words based on their

frequency: words appearing commonly in one document but

rarely in others are considered more important than a word

that appears frequently in all documents.
To implement the TF–IDF frequency count in hard-

ware, the CAM operates as a kind of dictionary. If the CAM

is searched for a given term and no match is found, it can

be added to an available memory location. If instead a

match is found, the CAM responds with the address. This

is transferred to a control unit, which interfaces the CAM

with a standard SRAM array; the address selects the loca-

tion in the SRAM storing the frequency counts for the
term. This value is automatically read, incremented using a

shared adder, and written back to the same location.

Before counting terms, however, it is common to re-

move stems or suffixes, like ‘‘-ing’’ or ‘‘-ment’’ from terms,

as the root generally retains a similar meaning. By limiting

the bit-width for each CAM entry to 30 b, enabling the

storage of six ASCII letters (5 b/character), any words

longer than six characters are truncated, resulting in a ru-

dimentary form of stemming. While a more complex stem-

ming algorithm will generally do a better job, preliminary

analysis with rank biased overlap (RBO) [79] shows little

difference in TF–IDF score lists generated from input text

based on this method, and the more complex Porter stem-

ming algorithm [80] for a large body of English text. With a
persistence parameter of 0.95 (that is, a 95% chance a

person comparing the lists will compare two entries and

continue on to the next line), the lists share a similarity

index of 92%; for p ¼ 0:90, this increases to 95%; for

p ¼ 0:75, they are nearly identical, at 99% similarity. In

many applications, especially mining large data sets on a

low power budget, this method offers excellent returns

with little tradeoff in accuracy.

E. CAM in Wearable/Implantable Systems
The explosion of wearables, implants, and the Internet

of Things (IoT) has made sensors a ubiquitous part of life.

Data acquisition from such devices may outpace on-chip

compute or wireless telemetry capabilities under a practical
power budget, especially in the case of implants, where

reducing power consumption is a critical design driver. For

example, implants designed to record neural signals may

need to transmit data to an external device for processing,

but transmission of the entire signal often consumes a

prohibitively large amount of power, requiring a high de-

gree of compression. Using pattern recognition techniques,

different forms of neural spikes can be referenced with a
specific sequence of bits. This vocabulary-based data com-

pression before wireless transmission has been explored

earlier for neural signal compression [81]. In the context of

data compression in a brain implant, use of a CAM can

be highly effective when attempting to match extracted

features to a given pattern to identify specific sequences in

brain activity. Moreover, for some lossless compression

Fig. 11. (a) Ternary CAM-based realization of the partitions in a memory-based computing (MBC) framework. (b) Comparison of memory

requirements between LUT and CAM-based implementations [1].

Fig. 12. Overview of the text mining accelerator hardware for counting

term frequency. A binary CAM is used like a hash table; logic connects

this to an SRAM array, which tracks the count of a given term. Upon

finding a match, the corresponding count increments.
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hardware, CAMs are considered among the most efficient
architectures for efficient dictionary-based pattern match-

ing [28]. CAMs can simplify compression hardware, and

reduce latency and power consumption, making them at-

tractive for use in implants, wearables, and IoT devices.

CAM structures also allow efficient hardware imple-

mentation of closed-loop neural prosthesis systems, which

rely on detecting behaviorally meaningful patterns from

recorded neural data to trigger specific preventive/
corrective/assistive actions (e.g., drug delivery). Such a

computational task for online, real-time neural pattern

recognition requires both efficient signal processing algo-

rithms and special purpose customized hardware. A neural

pattern recognition algorithm stores a set of behaviorally

meaningful patterns (called alphabets) in a vocabulary,

then searches for a match with an input recorded waveform

[82]. An efficient implementation of such an algorithm
realizes the pattern search and update module with a mod-

ified version of the hierarchical SL-based CAM [83] archi-

tecture, as shown in Fig. 13 [95]. It uses a tunable ‘‘distance

metric’’ based on equality of variable number of parameters

with different precision; the ‘‘first match’’ strategy by im-

plementing a priority encoder; the ‘‘least recently used re-

placement’’; and ‘‘binary encoding’’ options. By arranging

the vocabulary tables as a memory array, it significantly
saves die area and power. Though the incorporation of

matching functionality increases the area by almost 2x per

cell (compared to a 6-T SRAM cell), the overall savings in

terms of power and area compared to an array of registers is

nearly 10x. The data in the memory need to be updated as

new alphabet symbols are generated. Upon detection of a

match between the incoming symbol and the stored data, it

returns the memory address, which is essentially the
alphabet symbol. Since the match does not need to be

perfect, a hierarchical search can be used, where local SLs

are used to search only a part of the array, which is selected
based on the duration of the spike and channel number. In

order to incorporate tunability of the distance metric, a

ternary CAM principle can be used. By setting the less

significant bits to ‘‘don’t care,’’ the distance metric thresh-

old can be varied easily. This optimization is particularly

suitable for partial matching of certain features during

neural pattern recognition.

Furthermore, CAM is being increasingly employed in
the domain of multimedia applications. Compression plays

a major role in multimedia applications such as audio and

video. Dictionary-based lossless compression routines such

as LZ77 benefit greatly from the rapid parallel lookup

operations offered by CAMs [28]. Similar approaches have

been applied to lossy JPEG compression as well.

V. TRANSACTIONAL MEMORY

A. Background
The concept of transactional memory (TM) has been

around for over 20 years [84]. Initially implemented in soft-

ware (i.e., STM), it has only recently entered mainstream

computing devices directly in hardware, referred to as HTM

[3], [4]. Unlike the ubiquitous random access memory, TM is
optimized for use in multicore or multithreaded environ-

ments. With the rapid increase in core count and the push

toward parallel programming, complexities associated with

concurrent thread execution have made it difficult for

software developers to create efficient, highly multithreaded

applications using only explicitly defined memory locks. The

primary concern is the use of shared memory, and ensuring

that the same state is visible to all threads, an issue referred to
as memory consistency. Using locks, developers can make

certain that no two threads can modify the same memory

location simultaneously, thereby maintaining memory con-

sistency. However, this can be problematic when the lock

granularity is coarse, e.g., along-running function might hold

the lock until completion, rather than only during memory

accesses. By introducing more fine-grained locks, the likeli-

hood of stalling another thread for a long time decreases, but
the complexity of the code and possibility of inadvertent

deadlocks (when two threads block each other in stalemate)

increases.

With a TM system, there is no need for the programmer

to lock memory regions. In its place, the concept of atomic

execution has been introduced, which defines regions of

code with load and store operations that are grouped and

executed together, in isolation from other threads. Such
regions represent a single transaction, which can result in

either success or failure when executed. In the first case,

memory operations complete and any resulting variable

changes are written to the memory, changing the system

state. In the second, the transaction fails due to a conflict

with other transactions, and no changes are made to the

system state.

Fig. 13. Vocabulary search/update module in a neural pattern

recognition algorithm implemented using a modified version

of CAM [95].
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Though the underlying register memory is still standard

SRAM, extra hardware is introduced, which greatly simpli-

fies concurrent access to the shared memory locations.

Depending on specific implementations, different hard-

ware modules are used for tracking transactions. In gene-

ral, a set of transaction registers is used to store the current

system state prior to execution. A transaction log maintains

a list of transactions in an AM, which is used by the abort
and commit logic [84]. A prominent example is the SUV–

TM [85] system, which makes use of core-specific and

shared redirect tables, including a 512-entry fully associa-

tive cache, and a 16K (16 384) entry, eight-way associative

cache shared between cores, as illustrated in Fig. 14. The

core-specific cache lies in the critical path for memory ac-

cesses, making the zero-latency access important for effi-

cient program execution. In other implementations,
different methods of conflict detection can be used, in-

cluding eager (or active) and lazy, and different methods of

conflict management and resolution.

B. Recent Trends in HTM
Moving toward HTM has allowed significant performance

improvements for highly concurrent software programs

compared with STM. The implementation of HTM in the

IBM BlueGene/Q processors promise to improve software

scalability for concurrent programs running on a 20-petaflop

supercomputer [3]. More recently, the fourth-generation Intel

Core (Haswell) processors introduce HTM to mainstream

consumer electronics in the form of transactional synchroni-
zation extensions (TSX), including one form, hardware lock

elision (HLE), that is backward compatible with current

processors, and a second form, restricted transactional

memory (RTM), which offers a full hardware implementation

but does not support backward compatibility [4].

However, several challenges with HTM remain to be

addressed in future implementations. Table 5 notes the be-

nefits and drawbacks of both HTM and STM. As a com-
promise, new research efforts have been exploring hybrid

transactional (HyTM) memories [86], [87] with built-in

redundancies to ensure that all transactions eventually execute

and complete. This deviates from HTM-only implementations

like Haswell’s RTM, which does not provide a guarantee that

all transactions will execute to completion [86].

VI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A. Scalability
As with any memory structure, scaling issues in terms of

size exist for content-addressable memory and AM. The

addition of the parallel search requires high hardware

overhead and reduces the cell density compared to standard

RAMs. With parallel search, there arises problems of signi-

ficant dynamic power consumption, in addition to the
leakage power increase (due to additional device counts)

with decreasing feature sizes. The highly capacitive SLs

typically used in CAM architectures are not very amenable

to scaling to larger sizes due to their large negative impact

on energy efficiency. Consequently, a large body of re-

search has focused on reducing the energy consumption

without compromising the throughput using circuit/

architecture-level, or codesign approaches [3]–[7]. In the
past, dynamic CMOS circuit techniques have been ex-

plored in the context of designing low-power and low-cost

CAMs of large size [5]. However, these designs can suffer

from low noise margins and charge sharing leading to poor

robustness of operation [5]. On the other hand, emerging

nanoscale devices enable higher density, larger size CAMs.

The nonvolatile nature of most non-CMOS memory devices

can drastically reduce leakage power. Moreover, CAM im-
plementations with most of these devices feature lower

dynamic power during search/update operations than their

CMOS counterparts. The combined effect of higher density

and lower power creates the possibility of larger size CAM

Fig. 14. Architecture of SUV–TM [72], which makes use of AM in the

critical path of the memory access.

Table 5 Comparison of Key Advantages and Disadvantages Between STM and HTM
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implementations, which can be beneficial in many appli-
cation domains.

B. Application Space
Despite the design tradeoffs involving energy, perfor-

mance and area, CAM/AMs play a pivotal role in many

speed-critical applications. Emerging applications, includ-

ing neuromorphic AM, reconfigurable computing plat-

forms, big data analytics, and even wearables/implants

will continue to grow and rely on ever-faster search and
pattern matching capabilities of nanoscale CAM/AM ar-

chitectures without a significant increase in die area and

power consumption. Innovations in integration technol-

ogies (e.g., 3-D integration) are expected to benefit CAM

implementationsVin particular improving the energy effi-

ciency and integration densityVsimilar to their SRAM

counterparts. However, the positive impact of integration

and device technologies needs to be complemented with
efficient circuit-architecture level design. Hence, there is a

pressing need to explore new design methodologies for

CAM to cater to next-generation hardware and software

applications in these growing sectors.

Memory-based computing models and architectures ap-

pear very promising for reconfigurable computing with the

emerging nanoscale devices. Both purely spatial recon-

figurable computing platforms like field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) [1], [91], [92] as well as various temporal

computing platforms [2], [88], [89] can leverage the unique

properties of nanoscale CAM structures and their associative

search capabilities. Compared to the implementation of
standard island-style FPGA architecture using nanoscale

devices, time-multiplexed memory-based computing that

uses dense CAM structures to implement logic functions (in

contrast with 1-D LUTs stored in SRAM arrays) can be more

effective in preserving the high integration density of

nanoscale memory and improving performance due to a

large reduction in programmable interconnect resources [2],

as shown in Fig. 15(a). Fig. 15(b) and (c) shows comparison
of performance and energy-delay product (EDP), respec-

tively, between an STTRAM-based MBC and a CMOS FPGA

for several benchmark applications. Without the bottleneck

of a vast PI network, the MBC architecture is free to leverage

the unique properties of emerging nonvolatile memory

(NVM) technologies, not only for CAM-based function

evaluation, but also for general data storage. In several case

studies, circuit/architecture/application mapping co-optimi-
zation approaches were found to significantly improve the

energy-delay product (EDP) by exploiting the read- or

recall-dominant access pattern in a reconfigurable comput-

ing platform [90], [94]. The general principle followed here

is to optimize an STTRAM or ReRAM-based CAM cell for

read energy and/or read noise margin, while affecting

infrequent write/update operation. Multivalued CAM cells

[43], [52], which are easier to realize in many emerging
memory technologies than in CMOS, hold promise for

reconfigurable computing frameworks as well as other

applications. As nanoscale memories continue to grow in

reliability, density, and energy efficiency, frameworks

Fig. 15. (a) Efficient combination of spatial and temporal computing enables vast reduction in programmable interconnect overhead [6].

Improvements in (b) delay and (c) EDP for the memory-based computing framework over a baseline FPGA for a number of benchmark

circuits [90].
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similar to MBC, which heavily rely on computations
mapped to memory, will see proportional improvements

in these critical design drivers.

As COM implementations in various forms and sizes

with emerging NVM technologies mature over time, they

will be considered powerful building blocks in the hard-

ware implementations of various computer systems. The

feasibility of integrating permanent nonvolatile storage

with computing technologies will undoubtedly bring about
a major paradigm shift. As the distinction between compu-

tation and storage is blurred, the prospect of computing in

memory appears realistic, especially for data-intensive

applications, where energy dissipated in on-chip computa-

tion constitutes only a small fraction of the total energy

consumption [2]. The primary contribution comes from

transporting data between off-chip memory and on-chip

computing elementsVa limitation referred to as the
Von-Neumann bottleneck. An effective solution that has

been explored to mitigate this bottleneck is in-memory

computing that enables off-chip computing in NVM arrays,

where the data reside permanently. The concept of in-

memory computing has been proposed in numerous earlier

works [8], [9] in the context of computing in the main

memory. However, with the emergence of fast and reliable

nonvolatile storage, recent in-memory compute architec-
tures have targeted these NVM technologies [1], [2], [6].

The benefits of such architectures are particularly note-

worthy for pattern recognition, data mining, and other

analytics applications, which traditionally involve moving a

large volume of data through the memory hierarchy. For

these applications and others, LUT-dominated function

mapping can leverage multivalued CAM implementations

for dramatic reductions in memory size, as mentioned in
Section V. Many data-intensive kernels such as pattern

recognition, filtering, or text analytics can exploit the fast,

parallel search of information stored in associative arrays,

making content-based addressing and associative search

highly attractive in the realm of in-memory computing.

VII. SUMMARY

CAM/AM are specialized memory arrays, where read/write

access is guided by content. They are suitable for fast parallel
search of stored information. They come in many forms and are

attractive in many application domains. With the emergence of

novel nanoscale devices, in particular, an array of promising

nonvolatile information storage devices such as STTRAM,

DWM, ReRAM, and FeRAM, new, often highly energy-

efficient and scalable CAM/AM implementations using these

devices are emerging. In this paper, we have presented a survey

and comparative analysis of emerging CAM/AM implementa-
tions. We have also discussed the application space that can

greatly benefit from these implementations.

While emerging nanoscale devices can potentially extend

the realization of CAM/AM in beyond-CMOS computing

platforms, they also show tremendous promise in extending

their application into new domains. They include low-

power, memory-centric reconfigurable computing, signal

processing in wearables/implants, neuromorphic AMVsui-
table for non-Boolean computing, HTM using AM structures

that allow concurrent access to the same memory locations,

and various types of analytics tasks. The application space of

CAM/AM is growing at a steady pace due to the increasing

demand of content-based information retrieval and fast

associative search in many areas. The combination of emerg-

ing opportunities for CAM/AM applications and innovations

in nanoscale devices, integration technologies, as well as
circuit-architecture level design is expected to fuel signifi-

cant future research in these areas.
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